Visual saliency is a type of visual feature which simulates visual attention selection mechanism in biological system and has better robustness and invariance. A rapid infrared image and visible light image registration method based on visual saliency and SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) is proposed in this paper. The method adopts amplitude modulation Fourier transform to construct saliency map, and the image salient points are achieved preliminarily by salient threshold. Subsequently, this method calculates the local entropy for these salient points because of entropy's character for information measurement, then these points are reordered and screened based on the strategy of entropy priority. The screened results are thought as centers for salient regions. Morphological operation is used for growing and merging for neighbor salient scene region in image. Aiming at the abstracted salient region for image, PCA (principal component analysis)-SIFT algorithm is proposed, which can produce the compressed SIFT registration features and largely reduce the computational cost of image registration. The proposed algorithm adopts random sampling conformance method to remove the mistaken point pairs before calculating the model parameter of affine transformation for registration between infrared image and visible lights. The experimental results indicate that the method has good invariance under image scale, rotation, translation, and illumination variation and can realize effective registration between infrared image and visible lights. Compared with some classical algorithms, the proposed method has advantage in registration accuracy and registration speed obviously.
Introduction
Image registration technique refers to the process of transforming two or more images from different sensor, viewpoint, and time in the same scene into the same coordinate system. The transforming parameters of images are determined by some similar measure. It has been widely used in military, remote sensing, medical, computer vision, and other fields. Image registration can be divided into single-mode registration and multi-modals.
The problem of single-mode image registration has been solved in the end of the twentieth century; however, multi-modal image registration is still not well settled. Multi-modal image which is derived from different imaging equipment can provide more abundant and comprehensive information than single-mode image. As infrared imaging reflects the radiation information of scene and visible lights reflect the reflection information, so the output images have different gray level features, and these information are complementary to each other and suited to be fused together for target positioning and identification. The premise of fusion is the registration. Therefore, the registration between infrared image and visible lights is one of the most typical multi-modal image registration.
Existing registration methods for infrared image and visible lights are mainly divided into two categories: region-based approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and feature based [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The region-based registration method mainly uses the gray information in the template or some kind of transformation of the gray information. It takes the template as a unit and calculates the degree of similarity between the current window and the template at each position of the image according to some similarity measure. Due to the small correlation of gray-scale attributes of heterogeneous images, the region-based method widely used in the field of homogeneous image registration is limited in the field of heterogeneous image registration. The feature-based registration method does not directly use the gray information, which makes the method become a very popular research direction in the field of heterogeneous image matching. At present, the characteristics of the registration process are mainly focused on point features [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , line features [14] [15] [16] , and invariant moment features [17] [18] [19] . The feature-based matching algorithm is more suitable for the case where the information of the image is rich, and the objects in the image are easy to distinguish and detect. The disadvantage is that the result of feature extraction is closely related to the content and quality of the image, and its robustness is poor. It is the most critical problem to find the characteristic description operator with good stability and robustness between multi-source sensors. At present, most algorithms can only get better results on the images chosen by the researchers.
In general, the process of image registration consists of feature space, search space, similarity measure, and search strategy. The registration efficiency can be improved from the above four factors. At present, multi-modal registration based on local invariant feature is a hotspot in the field. Local invariant feature refers to the detection of local features or description which remains unchanged to the various changes for image, such as geometric transformation, illumination transformation, convolution transformation, and viewing angle changes. The basic idea of the local invariant feature is to extract the essential attribute characteristics of the image content, which are independent of the specific manifestations of the image content or they have characteristic of adaptivity.
The local invariant feature can not only obtain reliable matching under the condition that the observation condition changes greatly, shaded and cluttered interference, but also effectively describe the image content for image retrieval or scene, target recognition, and so on. It is very difficult to segment the foreground goal from the complex background, and it is hard to realize the meaningful segmentation based on the low-level feature. The image content is expressed as a collection of local invariant regions, which can avoid the segmentation problem. The method of local invariant feature is essentially an implicit segmentation of the image content, and the local invariant feature may be in prospect target, background, or the boundary of the target. The subsequent high-level processing need to extract the information of interest based on the local invariant feature. In the existing local feature description algorithm, the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature has high uniqueness and can achieve better recognition effect [20] . It is a promising direction to solve the problem of registration between infrared and visible light image under the premise of improving the efficiency of SIFT feature extraction.
The system of human vision has the ability of filtering and screening of information. In daily life, the surrounding environment constantly transmits all sorts of change information to the human eye which far beyond the human eye processing limit. The human eye will actively select to deal with the most critical part of the visual information and the academic community names it as the visual attention mechanism. In the field of computer vision, the introduction of visual attention mechanism enable machine vision to process and distribute information resources. The visual attention mechanism has always been an interdisciplinary subject involving disciplines such as neurology, anatomy, psychology, machine vision, artificial intelligence, and information processing.
At present, visual attention mechanism has two main types of modeling methods: bottom-up and top-down respectively. Top-down attention is affected by the specific tasks and people's subjective consciousness, and the results often show great differences. In comparison to top-down, bottom-up on the exploration of the common mechanism of specific tasks and specific characters are not bounded to the human visual system and has more controlled research environment and more extensive application scenarios. A typical representative of the bottom-up approach is the visual saliency map of multi-feature and multi-scale based on the neurobiological framework which is put forward by Siagian in 2007 [21] . This approach can quantify the degree of stimulation of the human visual system in the image itself and has a scale invariance. However, the effectiveness of the proposed method is not good because the center-surround operator is adopted, and the choice of parameters directly affects the saliency map. In 2007, Hou proposes a spectral residual algorithm which has the advantages of simple structure, fast computation speed [22] . However, this method has some shortcomings in particle noise sensitivity and color image processing. In 2010, Chen improves the spectral residual method and proposes the algorithm framework of amplitude modulation Fourier transform which solves the problem of noise sensitivity of spectral residual algorithms [23] .
Visual saliency is a kind of visual feature with better robustness and invariance which simulates biological vision attention selection mechanism. In the SIFT algorithm, the equivalent recognition result can be realized by using some significant feature vectors. Therefore, if these salient feature points can be found accurately, the computation time can be effectively reduced while decreasing the mismatching rate of SIFT characteristics.
Using SIFT to describe the target characteristics, it has the invariance of translation, rotation, and contraction transformation. However, its characteristic component information has the redundancy, if it is not eliminated, the registration accuracy and real time of the registration process will be reduced. PCA (principal component analysis) is a statistical method that constructs a few main indicators from multiple indicators. The principal component analysis is applied to feature selection, which can eliminate the influence of multiple features that have little contribution to the target registration, and can construct the feature that can reflect the target effectively.
In view of this, this paper proposes an image registration algorithm which combines visual saliency and SIFT based on the optimization of search space and feature space. After extracting the salient region of image, PCA method is used to establish the dimensionality reduction of SIFT feature, and finally, the robust registration of infrared image and visible lights is realized. The contents of this paper are as follows. Section 1 gives some registration methods between infrared image and visible lights and existing problems. Section 2 utilizes the theory of salient region detection and puts forward the detection method of salient region center of image based on entropy priority strategy. On this basis, Section 3 gives a SIFT feature extraction method based on PCA. Section 4 presents the whole procedure for proposed image registration method. Sections 5 and 6 give experiments and discussion respectively. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.
Salient region detection

Image salient region extraction
Hou proposes a residual spectrum saliency model from the perspective of information theory [22] . He believes that human visual processing mechanism can be interpreted with efficient encoding. From the point of view of information theory, efficient coding decomposes images into two parts. One is the new information, and the other is priori information. The prior information belongs to the redundant information and should be suppressed in the encoding of the system. For the image scene, these redundant information represent the statistical invariant attribute in the environment. By means of removing the remaining components from the image, the detection algorithm of residual spectrum significant component highlights the new information in the image, that is, the image of the significant components. The main idea is to see the image as multi-object projection accumulated under the uniform background and represents it with the image of the two-dimensional Fourier transform.
The amplitude spectrum is usually affected by the characteristics of object regardless of its position, so the original object image is decomposed into weighted sum of complex fundamental waves. If regarding these fundamental waves as a set of features, the amplitude spectrum shows the weight of these features in the image. Using the residual spectrum algorithm is to suppress the larger proportion of features to a larger extent and to enhance the smaller proportion of features.
Firstly, the two-dimensional Fourier transform of image I(x, y) is calculated to obtain amplitude spectrum A(f) and phase spectrum P(f) respectively. It can be described as
Pð f Þ ¼ FðIðx; yÞÞ Að f Þ ð2Þ
where F represents a two-dimensional Fourier operator. The amplitude spectrum A(f) is taken as logarithm, namely
L(f ) is put through low-pass filter in frequency domain and get
where h(f ) is the low-pass filter. G(f ) can be seen as a priori information for image. In order to obtain the novel information in image, the total information can be subtracted from the priori information, that is, the residual spectrum can be expressed as
The amplitude spectrum of image shows the size of each sinusoidal component after Fourier transform, and the phase spectrum denotes the position of these components. The recovery image in view of phase signal corresponds to the dramatic change for edge and the irregular texture regions in image, and human visual system is just interested in these areas. Visual salient map calculation is as follows:
where G(x, y) is the low-pass filter in spatial domain, P(f ) is the phase spectrum obtained by Fourier transform, F −1 is the Fourier inverse transform, and S(x, y) is the salient mapping obtained.
In this paper, the amplitude spectrum experiences normalizing process. This attention selection mechanism can accurately find salient area in image. The extracting result of visual salient map based on amplitude modulation Fourier transform is shown in Fig. 1 . The three-dimensional expression of salient map for infrared vehicle and visible light plane is shown in Fig. 2 . It shows that the information in which the human eye is interested can be observed with salient map. Here, the local extreme points in view of salient degree in salient map are called as salient points.
Detection of salient region center based on entropy priority strategy
Entropy is firstly proposed by Rudolf Clausius and applied to the thermodynamics. Then, Shannon introduces the concept of entropy to information theory. In information theory, the information entropy of vector v is defined as
In Formula (7), vector v is the set {x 1 ,x 2 ,…… x n }, and the probability of x i ∈ v is p i = p(x i ). The concept of information entropy can be introduced into digital image processing. Taking the range of gray value [0,255] as an example, the gray levels from 0 to 255 are considered as 256 random events. Pixels with different gray levels appear randomly in the image, and the probabilities of occurrence are independent of each other. The image entropy is expressed as bit mean value of the image gray level set and denotes the average information of the image source. Therefore, the image entropy can be used as the scale of the local region information. According to the salient map that extracted before, N salient points can be extracted by taking advantage of the salient threshold. However, these points founded by this method are usually focused on the strongest salient region, so the effect of image understanding is not ideal. In order to compress search space for image registration, the detection for salient region center based on entropy strategy is adopted.
The idea of entropy priority strategy is to take the local entropy of salient point as the scene representative measurement. The strategy firstly selects salient points on the basis of salient map to decrease feature's search space. However, the number of these salient points is tremendous and the position is too centralized; therefore, it is necessary to make the further screening to enhance salient point's effectiveness and information abundance. The following steps are needed to adopt entropy priority strategy to screen the salient point and roughly locate the central position of salient region:
Step 1: Extract local extreme point set in salient map on the basis of salient degree:
In Formula (8), Ωis local region as the center of (x, y), and G(x, y) is the gray value of point (x, y) in salient map for image.
Step 2: Compute image entropy E(x, y) for the points in set S on Ω and rearrange the points on the basis of E(x, y) and get a new sequential set: 
S m
In Formula (9), Q(x 1 , y 1 ) is the first element in set Q and S m is the point set which has been selected by entropy value.
Step 3: Pick up the first N points in set Q as the centers of salient regions.
The entropy can be used as the measurement of image's local region information, so it can be assumed that the image entropy in same region remains roughly invariable under the same scale. In order to make the same region's scale remain similar between different images, the maximum value strategy of entropy is used to scale matching and find out the region size corresponding to scale:
In Formula (10), Ω i is the pixel set whose range is from 3 × 3 to 10 × 10 with a step size of 1. Experimental results of localization of salient region center based on entropy priority strategy are shown as Fig. 3 . The white cross line represents the region center point. It can be seen that the central points of these regions can cover most of salient regions of the image. In this experiment, the size of Ω is 7 × 7 and N is 15.
SIFT feature extraction based on principal component analysis
Based on the entropy priority strategy, the center points of image salient regions are extracted, and then, the accurate location of salient image regions is achieved through these center points. The method is mainly divided into four steps:
Step 1: The morphological dilation operator is used to these discrete center points, and the corresponding image region is obtained. Some regions which are connective will be merged. The dilation operator of grayscale morphology is expressed as
where f is grayscale image, b is structure element, and D b is definition domain for b.
Step 2: The minimum outer rectangle for dilation area is obtained as the salient region of image, and then, the value of entropy for the region is calculated.
Step 3: The salient regions of two registered images are cut according to the entropy value, and the unmatched regions are removed.
Step 4: SIFT features are extracted from salient regions of images.
The SIFT algorithm carries out the extreme value detection in both scale space and two-dimensional plane space and locates these key positions accurately. Then, the main direction of these points is calculated according to the gradient direction of the neighborhood points for the key point position to realize the invariance of geometric transformation and rotations. Generally, three steps are required for generating SIFT feature descriptor:
Step 1: Establish scale space.
Step 2: Locate feature points and calculate the main direction.
Step 3: Represent SIFT feature descriptor with vector.
The vector description dimension of each SIFT feature is 128. The SIFT feature descriptor is a local feature of image which maintains invariance to rotation transformation, scale zoom, and brightness change. It remains stable to viewpoint change, affine transformation and noise to some extent. However, the size of the SIFT feature descriptor is too large, so the extraction of SIFT feature is time consuming. Besides, there exists redundant among each dimension information for SIFT feature, and the correctness of registration is decreased if the redundancy is not eliminated.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method to construct a few major indexes from multiple indexes. PCA can reduce the dimensionality of SIFT feature descriptor vector and improve the matching efficiency.
Let
T be the k sample vector, and n is the vector dimension. The N sample vectors consist of matrix X whose covariance matrix is R(X). The main steps of principal component extraction are as follows:
Step 1: The eigenvalues and eigenvectors for R are calculated, and the eigenvalues are ranked in descending order of λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ … ≥ λ n ≥ 0, and its corresponding eigenvectors are denoted as β 1 ,β 2 ,…β n . .
Step 2: Determine the first m principal components y 1 , y 2 , …, y m as follows:
In Formula (12), B is the principal eigenvector matrix composed of the first m eigenvectorsβ i . The number of principal components m and the first m principal component vector y i is determined by the q value. M is usually selectable so that the range of q is around (85%, 95%).
The principal component vector of R generates the same space as the original eigenvector. Any vector in the original eigenvector space can be represented as a linear combination of the principal component vectors. Through principal component analysis, the correlation between the components of the original vector X can be eliminated and the features with less information can be removed. The method of using PCA which decreases the dimensionality of the traditional SIFT feature descriptor is as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the 128 dimensional SIFT feature descriptor of the key points for all salient regions of the image to be registered and make the feature descriptors whose quantity is n as the sample to write the sample matrix [x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x n ] T . Fig. 3 The detection of visual salient region center based on entropy priority. a Visible light image. b Infrared image. c The result based on salient degree for a. d The result based on salient degree for b. e The result based on entropy priority for a. f The result based on entropy priority for b
Step 2: Calculate the average eigenvector of n samples
Step 3: Calculate the difference between the feature vectors and the average features, and obtain the difference vectors:
Step 4: Construct the covariance matrix
where
Step 5: Calculate eigenvalues λ i and eigenvector e i for the covariance matrix whose number are all 128.
Step 6: According to the order from large to small, arrange 128 eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ... ≥ λ 128 and the corresponding eigenvectors [e 1 ,e 2 ,...,e 128 ].
Step 7: Choose the feature vectors corresponding to the first maximal t eigenvalues as the principal components.
Step 8: Construct a 128 × t matrix A whose columns consist of eigenvectors.
Step 9: Project the original 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor based on Formula (16) into the n dimension subspace, that is, obtain the descriptor of PCA-SIFT
In Formula (16), the size of matrix B is 128 × t and the size of x i is 1 × 128, so the calculated result of Formula (16) is the matrix of 1 × t. Each y i is a feature description of t dimension, and the original 128 dimensional SIFT feature description is decreased to t dimension PCA-SIFTs.
The proposed image registration method
Image registration framework which combines visual salient model and SIFT can be divided into the following sections:
Step 1: Use amplitude modulated Fourier transform to construct visual salient map, then obtain salient information while ignoring the background information which is not significant.
Step 2: Calculate the information entropy of local extreme point's neighborhood in salient map to rearrange these points, then take the front extreme points which are rearranged as the center of the salient region.
Step 3: Achieve the position of image's salient region with morphological dilation operator and connective region combination.
Step 4: Select the key matching points for salient region with SIFT algorithm and eliminate the redundancy of the SIFT feature vectors with PCA, then get the compressed SIFT feature of image registration.
Step 5: Use random sample consensus method [24] to remove the error matching.
Step 6: Calculate the affine transformation model parameters and apply it to image registration process. The affine transformation model is expressed as T is the coordinate offsets for direction x and y. Therefore, the affine transformation model has six freedoms.
Experiments
The experimental hardware platform is a desktop computer, CPU main frequency is 3.4GHz, memory is 4 GB, and software platform is matlab 2014b. Due to having no universal image database for registration field between infrared image and visible lights, this paper makes experiment with computer simulation image and aerial video to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm. The representative images which are transformed by perspective, rotation, scale, and illumination are used as test. Then, the presented algorithm is applied to the procedure of registration between infrared and visible light image in two actual videos. The detection of salient region center based on entropy priority strategy is obtained according to Formulas (8), (9) , and (10). The value for parameter N is 15. Parameter t is selected as 20 in SIFT feature extraction based on principal component analysis, so the size of matrix B is 128 × 20 and the size of x i is 1 × 128. The calculated result for y i according to Formula (16) is a 20-dimensional feature descriptor; therefore, the original 128-dimensional SIFT feature descriptor is decreased to 20 dimension. Figure 4 shows six groups of experimental results. Two groups of infrared and visible light video image sequence which have 1000 frames respectively are engaged in registration experiment. Figures 5 and 6 show registration results with the algorithm in this paper. Table 1 denotes the comparison of registration accuracy and efficiency between PCA-SIFT algorithm and SIFTs based on visual saliency. Table 2 and Figs. 7 and 8 compare the performance of SIFT, GLOH (Gradient Location Orientation Histogram) [25] , Harris corner [26] , and this proposed method in infrared and visible light image registration. Figure 4a shows the registration results for infrared and visible image with the proposed method under the condition of the same scale and viewpoint. The images in Fig. 4b have certain viewpoint transformation. Due to the feature point positioning of salient region center based on entropy priority strategy, the information of SIFT feature descriptor is dense in neighborhood center region for feature point; however, the information description is sparse in salient region center's peripheral region, so the proposed algorithm is robust to the viewpoint transform in some way. In Fig. 4c , there is 20°of rotation between registration images. The structural feature descriptors possess with rotation invariance and most feature points can achieve the correct matching because of adding the main direction when constructing descriptors and selecting feature point's neighborhood according to the main direction. Figure 4d shows the experimental results for scale invariance. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm has some robust to scale transformation. Figure 4e , f respectively shows the registration results for infrared and visible light image during day and night. It can be seen that this algorithm also has certain robustness for illumination changes. Figures 5 and 6 show registration results towards the actual videos with the proposed algorithm. Although the contrast exists a big difference between infrared image and visible light image, the proposed algorithm is not sensitive to it and can obtain better registration results. Due to the rough consistency of salient region between video frames, the matching results are mainly concentrated in the shared salient area of two registration images. Moreover, the entropy priority strategy solves the shortcomings that visual salient points are over-concentrated in a certain extent, therefore, salient regions extracted have been represented independently.
Results
Discussion
The comparison of registration accuracy and efficiency between PCA-SIFT algorithm and SIFTs based on visual saliency is shown in Table 1 . The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The PCA-SIFT algorithm based on visual saliency has very stable registration performance in accuracy rate whether the image is transformed with viewpoint, rotation, scaling, or illumination. (2) The PCA-SIFT algorithm based on visual saliency is the least time in registration efficiency. Table 2 and Figs. 7 and 8 compare the performance of SIFT, GLOH, Harris corner, and this proposed method in infrared and visible light image registration. It can be seen that the method in this paper is slightly better in accuracy rate and is obviously lower than other methods in registration time. The proposed method considers not only global information but also local information for image. The method eliminates redundancy information through the visual saliency map extraction effectively and reduces time consuming generally while salient scene region is prominent. The salient region extraction based on the entropy priority strategy covers the significant information in image better. The extraction of local features in image which combines time domain with frequency has better fault tolerance and invariance to translation, direction, scale, and so on. Experimental results show that the use of these features can realize registration effectively between infrared and visible light image.
Conclusions
The fast registration method between infrared and visible light image which fuses the visual saliency and SIFT feature can segment the representative image area accurately. Furthermore, the proposed method inherits SIFT feature's good invariance to viewpoint, rotation, illumination, translation, and scale transformation. On this basis, PCA method reduces the dimension of SIFT feature vector descriptor furtherly and ensures real-time performance for image registration. The simulation image and actual video prove that the proposed method can realize robust registration effectively between infrared and visible light image. Compared with other classical algorithms, this paper's method has higher registration accuracy rate and faster registration speed. Based on visual saliency region extraction, the strategy of multi-feature fusion will improve accuracy and stability for image registration furtherly, which will be the focus of the following research. Fig. 7 The curve of registration accuracy comparison with some algorithms 
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